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My Analysis of Shopify’s Winter 2023
Editions Report
Shopify put together a list of over 100 product updates that have launched or are launching
soon on its platform.

I read through it all, analyzing each new feature/function/product, breaking down why it’s
important, how you can leverage it, and where Shopify is turning its attention next. Let’s dive in!

You can easily find some of my takeaways in italics below!

Boost Conversion
The higher your website conversion rate, the more revenue your store will generate. Even a
0.1% conversion rate increase can be the difference in hundreds of thousands of dollars for
brands. Higher conversion rates for Shopify stores mean more GMV flowing through their
platform, so obviously, they’re investing a ton of time and resources into this!

Lightning-Fast Page Loads, Everywhere
Shopify’s newly expanded global infrastructure provides over 270 points of presence worldwide,
and they’re continuing to deploy additional locations. This ensures customers of Shopify
merchants get an incredibly fast experience by efficiently routing traffic and rendering sites as
close to the customer’s location as possible.

For example, instead of buyers in Germany needing to access an application hosted in the US,
Shopify can now handle their request from within the EU, reducing the Time to First Byte (TTFB)
by up to 50%.

One of the most vital selling points of having a headless website is site speed and performance.
With Shopify’s continual investment in infrastructure, they’re making native Shopify storefronts a
more viable option for large-scale merchants.

One-page Checkout
It’s no secret that one-page checkouts convert at a higher rate than Shopify’s current multi-step
checkout for some stores, but when Shopify deprecated support for 3rd-party one-page
checkouts last year, it left many merchants in a pickle. Switch to Shopify’s native checkout
experience or invest in a headless commerce website and build your own checkout.

Now, merchants won’t have to choose. I strongly encourage every Shopify brand to sign up on
this page to get early access to the one-page checkout experience. We will test the one-page
checkout experience with all of Electriq’s clients as soon as it’s available.

http://shopify.pxf.io/brandon
https://www.shopify.com/checkout
https://www.shopify.com/checkout
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Drag-and-Drop Checkout Editor
With the release of Checkout Extensibility, Shopify Plus merchants can now drag n’ drop their
way to a customized checkout, plugging in checkout apps within the editor without having to
touch a single line of Liquid code.

Apps to Extend Checkout
Include additional fields, product offers, loyalty program offerings, SMS opt-in, and more by
installing apps built for checkout.

Cart and Checkout Validators
Create custom product and quantity restrictions with validations built on Shopify Functions. For
example, limit your customers to purchasing 1x quantity of a limited edition product release.

Shop Promise
The Shop Promise Badge displays smart delivery dates predicted by Shopify and is backed by a
limited guarantee for your customers if they’re missed.

I’ve talked about this ad nausea, but fast and free shipping is CRITICAL to a strong ecommerce
experience. Large marketplaces like Amazon have shifted consumer expectations to a point
where this is no longer optional. Shop Promise essentially mimics the message that the Amazon
Prime badge conveys.
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Showing your delivery times in the buying process also increases conversion rates by up to
25% and can cut down on the number of customer service inquiries you get! Even if you don't
use Shop Promise, add your expected delivery times on your website.

Signed-in Shopping with Shop
Identify Shop users immediately upon site entry for password-less sign-in, faster checkout, and
higher conversion rates. Automatically pass their credentials to your favorite CRM tool, like
Klaviyo, to send your welcome series.

One of the main selling points I lean into with merchants when pitching migrating to Shopify is
Shop. Conversion rates increase significantly for first-time site visitors when they don’t have to
create an account, fill out their checkout information, etc. Almost 80% of my BFCM purchases
were from brands I had never shopped from before, but I never had to log in because I’m a
Shop user. Checkout was frictionless!

Theme Editor Updates

Optimized Image Rendering & Focal Points
Automatic optimization of images for the highest quality and smallest file size to improve site
speed and conversion rates! For example, converting images to WebP or AVIF automatically
where supported.

Header & Footer Customizations
The header and footer now support sections and blocks in a Shopify theme, allowing you to
customize the entire store without leaving the editor.

Extend your Theme with Custom CSS
You can easily add custom CSS to the online store theme without editing any theme files and
preview the changes directly in the editor.

New Color Settings for Online Stores
Non-developers can now easily access and edit global color schemes for online stores.

AI-generated storefront content
Leverage Shopify Magic to create product descriptions automatically. You input keywords or
features, and the system generates a description.

It feels like we’re just a few years away from being able to say, “Create me a high-converting
storefront for a fashion brand,” and then AI is just building the website automatically! For now,
we’ll have to make do with Shopify Magic, the chatGPT version of product descriptions. A/B test

https://www.klaviyo.com/partner/signup?utm_source=0013o00002aGGMMAA4&amp;utm_medium=partner
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the auto-generated Shopify Magic descriptions versus your internal copy and see which
converts best!

Better Built-in Search & Recommendations
Type-ahead search suggestions and improved search relevance get customers to the correct
result faster.

Shopify’s massive network effects continue to be at play here. They can showcase product
recommendations and offer suggestions without any historical purchase data from your store.
Why? They leverage all of the data on that customer from every other Shopify store.

Customize your Store with Metaobjects
Create reusable, custom content like a shoppable gallery, product highlights, cart upsells, and
more with metaobjects. You can draft, edit, translate, and reference metaobjects from within the
online store editor.

These metaobjects allow for the following:
● Faster, more streamlined product launches by re-using existing content objects
● Better versioning control
● Less overhead; one JSON template can populate a thousand+ instances of a page

which is then enhanced with metaobjects and metafields to populate content dynamically
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Above all, metaobjects allow non-technical teams to create new instances of existing website
sections and populate them with new content. For example, you could have a promotional
banner developed once, and then your marketing team could update the text, graphics, etc.,
through metafields.

Power Dynamic Content with Metafields
Build dynamic collections with metafields. New updates also support rich text, money, and
collection reference data!

Enhanced Search & Discovery App
You can add manual recommendations and product boosts with metafields into your search and
discovery function.

Sanity Integration
For complex content management needs beyond base Shopify functionality, you can work with
a 3rd party content management system like Sanity to sync products and collection data
automatically.

Product Bundles
Set up product bundles with the new Shopify Bundles app or any upcoming bundles apps built
on Shopify Functions. It also provides for variant-level inventory tracking to protect you from
over-selling.
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Finally! Native Shopify support for bundles. We’ve been leveraging product bundles at Electriq
to increase AOV on our client’s storefronts for a while, but it’s never been seamless. As a
merchant, think of unique and creative ways to bundle products together for things like a
“Welcome Kit” or use this as an opportunity to create special “Holiday Bundles” that you can
slightly discount.

Product bundles can help you:
● Increase sales and drive product awareness for new or slow-moving inventory
● Increase AOV
● Improve the customer experience

New Discount Apps Built on Shopify Functions
Offer customers more discount types and the ability to combine multiple discounts on a single
order!

Download a discount app, like Rebuy, that allows you to test creative discount structures like a
free gift-with-purchase.

You can also create channel-specific discounts (i.e., Google, Instagram, etc.) to provide a
unique customer experience and help with attribution.

https://rebuyengine.com?ref=596
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Subscription API Updates
Developers can make temporary changes to subscription contracts without overwriting the
source data! It also now supports local delivery and in-store pickup for subscription orders.

This is a significant update. Now you can get highly creative with subscription retention tactics,
such as offering customers X% off their next two subscription orders during a cancellation flow
to reduce churn and increase LTV. I’m excited to see when the POS will support subscription
orders as it’s a big initiative of ours and Recharge right now to power tasting room club signups
for wineries.

Payment Updates
Pre-orders and try-before-you-buy now support PayPal, and Shopify Payments is now available
in France!

Sell Across Channels
Your customers are everywhere, so you need to be everywhere. Manage it all from one central
platform with Shopify.

POS Go: All-in-one Mobile Selling Hardware
No separate tablet or card reader is needed with POS Go!

If you’re a brand without a retail storefront, now is your chance to experiment with in-person
events and pop-up shops! Simply buy a POS Go Device, and set up shop anywhere. I’d
recommend looking at your Shopify sales data to find your top geographical market (i.e., LA).
Then, create a location-based segment in Klaviyo (i.e., “Person is within 30 miles of 90210”).
From there, create an event landing page and send emails and SMS communications to this list
promoting the event and encouraging them to bring a friend! Your event will also help with
customer acquisition, community building and generate a ton of UGC!

Tracking Incoming and Committed Inventory
New inventory statuses (i.e., “On hand” and “Unavailable”) give you an actionable view of your
total available inventory.

Streamlined In-Person Checkout
Customizable smart grid and the ability to save common line fees like rush orders for
streamlined checkouts while giving customers tipping and receipt options.

Gift Cards now Integrate with POS
Issue a physical or digital gift card from POS.

https://hardware.shopify.com/products/shopify-pos-go-and-case?variant=42569655877688&utm_source=editions&utm_feature=buy-pos-go&_gl=1*bj5gu4*_ga*MTU0MTQ2MjU2NC4xNjUyMDUwNDI1*_ga_B7X5MKCR35*MTY3NTk3MzIyMy4yNi4xLjE2NzU5NzYzMzkuNjAuMC4w*_fplc*TkFiOGdEUDd6OHptMkdMUkszZ3lwdjRVT3paeWV2TSUyQkExUCUyRk9PMWs4VTlXWWNLbUlhQ0hQMlhkWDgzaXZaUmpESGxXN2ZhemRKVkZscXZlZEZTUjFZelJYNHZDUEglMkZmSkhVbE5HZ3RFaFBwaDElMkIxZVZqQjBjZmpEb2VUVXclM0QlM0Q.
https://www.klaviyo.com/partner/signup?utm_source=0013o00002aGGMMAA4&amp;utm_medium=partner
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Offer an in-store gift card promotion (i.e., “Spend $100 in-store, get a $25 gift card redeemable
online!”).

Shopify POS is Available in more Markets
Singapore and Finland have been added for a total of 15 markets.

Staff Permissions and Sales Attribution
Shopify released more granular staff permissions and sales attribution analytics.

Support for 1,000+ Locations
Shopify can now support more than 1,000 retail locations from a single store.

More Shop App Customization
Merchants now have more control over the look and feel of their Shop Store. You can now:

● Customize your product collections, descriptions, best sellers, and branding.
● Add new experiences to the store and product pages.
● Host shoppable brand content and video reviews with partners app Foursixty and

Supergreat.
● Showcase product reviews.

Customers will now be able to sign in with little to no friction by leveraging Shop passkeys (i.e.,
“Face ID” verification).
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Sync & Sell on YouTube
Sell your products on YouTube, including up-to-date product info right below your video, pinned
in the chat, or tagged during a live stream.

For founder-led brands, think about how you can set up a live-streaming event that will allow
you to connect more closely with your customers and sell products. If you don’t have a
public-facing founder, tap into one of your customers with a large social following or source an
influencer who can connect you with a new relevant audience and host an event with them.

Go Global
Shopify’s partnership with Global-E, empowering Shopifty Markets and the full stack solution
Markets Pro, makes it possible to expand to new markets from a single store rapidly.

Translate & Adapt App
Translate & Adapt allows you to localize your content with regional, seasonal, and cultural
relevance across all markets. A side-by-side editor enables adding, editing, and reviewing
translated content seamlessly.

Tailor your Product Offering by Market
Control which products you publish to which markets.
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Market-specific Order Routing & Fulfillment
Configure order routing rules based on customer proximity and inventory availability.

Markets Pro
End-to-end liability management, cost-effective cross-border shipping and fulfillment, and
localization tools. Shopify Markets Pro is a true end-to-end solution to take your brand
international. In addition, merchants can:

● Offload international tax filing, registration, and remittance
● Automatically remove items with import restrictions in each market
● Access fraud protection on every cross-border order and protect refunds from currency

fluctuations

Affordable Shipping Rates & Integrated Partners
Let Shopify manage your international fulfillment or work with certified logistics partners with
discount rates on carrier accounts.

Prepaid Duties & Customs Documentation
Collect duties up front to get rid of surprise fees for customers.
This feature is a game-changer!!! Having clients with international operations, the customer
experience when duties are paid upon delivery is AWFUL. If you’re a brand thinking about
expanding internationally, this is a must to have. Without it, poor customer reviews and a litany
of customer service tickets are in your future.

Automatically Localize Experiences
Markets lets you manually localize your store, but Markets Pro uses geolocation and domain
redirection to ensure customers shop in their local experience with their local currency and
preferred payment methods.

Expand with B2B
It’s only six months old, but B2B on Shopify is growing rapidly, leveraging the learnings from the
world’s leading DTC commerce solution to fast-track B2B innovation.

Quantity Rules
Create quantity rules for products and variants, including minimums and maximums, case
packs, and increments. You can also create unique rules for different customers.

Increase your B2B AOV and reduce fulfillment costs by adding minimum order quantities. Have
a large client you want to reward? You can set custom rates for them. Or, offer a curated
product selection and catalog with only certain SKUs included to customize their buying
experience.
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Miscellaneous B2B Functionality Updates

Custom Logic for B2B
Input company, location, and contact information into payment and delivery functions.

Metafields for Companies & Locations
Track unique information about your customers and streamline back-office tasks by adding
custom data fields to companies and company locations.

Consistent Checkout Branding
Keep branding and design consistent across your entire B2B checkout experience.

Personalize Templates using Liquid
Provide logged-in customers with a personalized store theme and email templates that include
their company information.

For example, if you’re a beauty brand with a large B2B buyer, go the extra mile and create a
custom storefront for them that’s personalized for that extra touch.

B2B Invitation Emails
Send a welcome email with access and order instructions directly from the Shopify admin.

B2B Orders & Payments Updates

Easy Reordering
New customer accounts make it as easy as 1-click for your B2B customers to reorder past
purchases.

Checkout to Draft
Receive your orders as drafts so you can review and approve them before finalizing, or increase
efficiency by automatically approving certain types or specific customer orders. You can now
also give customers the ability to request a quote online.

Vaulted Credit Cards
Historically, credit cards were vaulted for subscription customers, but now you can let B2B
customers securely store their credit cards at checkout or within their customer accounts!

Payment Reminders
Create standard payment reminders or set up a custom workflow with Shopify Flow to
automatically remind customers as payments are coming due or are overdue.
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Invoices for Draft Orders
Create a custom draft order for a customer that can be quickly sent as an invoice to them
directly from the Shopify admin.

Due-on-fulfillment Payment Terms
Enable new payment terms such as due-on-fulfillment, so customers aren’t paying for the items
until they’ve received them.

New B2B APIs and Compatible Apps
The launch of B2B for Shopify also included a host of B2B-compatible apps that are continuing
to expand. Can’t find what you’re looking for? A host of new B2B APIs allows merchants to
create custom solutions for needs such as collecting order notes, packing and delivery
instructions at checkout, or even building a B2B loyalty program!

Find & Engage Customers
In this hyper-competitive landscape, it’s not enough to just find customers, and it’s not enough to
just retain your existing ones. You need the right tools to target new and relevant audiences,
reach them where they are, convert them on your site, and then continually re-engage them to
increase LTV.

Acquire New Customers

Leverage Creator Partnerships with Shopify Collabs
Manage influencer relationships, send gifts, and track offers, all with Shopify Collabs.

Acquire New Customers with Shop Cash Campaigns
Shopify Plus brands can run pay-per-sale acquisition campaigns that increase the Shop Cash
customers earn on their Shop Pay purchases from you.

Test running a Shop Cash campaign and see how it compares to your current CPAs. These
customers should be high converting and have higher LTV given the granular targeting Shopify
can provide and these customers’ adoptions of Shop.

In general, Shopify continues to invest in its Shop ecosystem, making it more enticing for
merchants to join and harder for them to leave. As more merchants and customers join it, its
value increases significantly.
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Shopify Audiences Now Supports Google and Pinterest
Shopify continues to expand the platforms that Shopify Audiences supports. You can
automatically create, export, and refresh store-specific audiences on Google and Pinterest in
addition to Meta.

Shopify Audiences helps merchants combat one of the biggest challenges post-iOS 14, finding
relevant new audiences for customer acquisition. Now you can harness the insights of all
opted-in Shopify Plus stores orders and customer data to push audiences into your advertising
platform of choice.

Performance Max by Google
You can now create Google Performance Max campaigns within Shopify, replacing Smart
Shopping campaigns.

Roku Advertising
You can now quickly build, buy, and measure streaming advertising campaigns directly on Roku.

Shopify continues to invest in alternative customer acquisition channels outside of Meta for its
merchants. If you’re a store, try out some connected TV ads with Roku!
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Understand Buyer Behavior with Pixels
Shopify will have a pixel marketplace where installing pixels from leading advertising platforms
is effortless. You’ll be able to manage this all from within your admin.

Use this as an opportunity to test new advertising channels quickly.

More Powerful Marketing Insights
New marketing KPIs, channel performance reports, and attribution data automatically collected
from UTMs and other signals are now available within Shopify.

Capture Emails with Shopify Forms
Leverage Shopify Forms to capture email (buyers can sign in with Shop as well).

The best part about this release is the ability for buyers to sign in with Shop automatically. Their
email is immediately passed into your marketing list to trigger automations, etc. I hope they’ll
add SMS capture to this lead flow process shortly!

Re-Engage Customers with Shopify’s Native Marketing Automations
Functionality
Full disclaimer, I don’t use any of the below products and features because Klaviyo and Gorgias
are far superior solutions. But if you’re a small business just getting started, these products and
features could be a great starting point until you’re ready to upgrade!

Customize Shopify Email Templates
Create a consistent branded experience by adding a custom liquid section to any Shopify email
template.

Leverage this to create more on-brands customer account creation emails and other system
notification emails that must come from Shopify. You can create custom fonts, images, buttons,
and more.

Express Checkout Buttons in Shopify Email
Embed an express Shop Pay checkout button in any email campaign.

If you’re not using Shopify Email, test using permalinks or buy buttons instead.

Shopify Inbox now on Shop & Instagram
Now you can leverage chat across Shop and Instagram.

Segment Customers with New Filters
Additional segmentation capabilities have been released directly within Shopify.

https://www.klaviyo.com/partner/signup?utm_source=0013o00002aGGMMAA4&amp;utm_medium=partner
https://gorgias.grsm.io/brandon
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This is great for applying Shopify tags to specific customer cohorts via Shopify Flow, but most of
our segmentation is done in platforms like Klaviyo.

Customer Accounts

Merge Duplicate Customer Profiles
Combine duplicate customer profiles to ensure an accurate view of your buyers without losing
historical data.

Merging duplicate customer profiles allows for a succinct customer experience. If you have a
loyalty program, when combining the duplicate customer profile, make sure the points, cash
back, or rewards your customer has in the account get transferred.

Manage Orders & Returns in Customer Accounts
Customers can now review orders and manage their returns within their customer accounts.
Customers will be able to use passkeys to sign in with Shop credentials shortly.

The customer account page is getting some much-needed improvements here. At Electriq,
turning the customer portal into a one-stop shop for everything a customer could need is one of
our core retention marketing strategies.

We embed subscriptions, content, new product releases, order history, loyalty programs, and
more within one central customer account dashboard!

Passkeys will also significantly reduce the number of “I forgot my password” requests!

Tokengated Experiences
Mint custom NFTs on popular blockchains and then sell them right from your store.

You can experiment with creating exclusive perks and experiences that recognize and reward
your loyal token holders.

https://www.klaviyo.com/partner/signup?utm_source=0013o00002aGGMMAA4&amp;utm_medium=partner
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Fulfill & Deliver

Logistics to Drive Conversion with Shop Promise

Shop Promise
Automatically present reliable delivery dates on your storefront and get prioritized placement,
storage, and delivery in Shopify’s network of 20+ distribution hubs and fulfillment centers.

Smart Order Routing
Reduce shipping costs and ship faster by routing orders to the most optimal location with
inventory that’s nearest to the customer. For international orders, prioritize specific sites over
others to avoid duties and customs fees.

Streamline Operations and Inventory Management

Freight and Inventory Inbounding
Move a single pallet or an entire container through ports and Shopify’s network of fulfillment
centers powered by Flexport.
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Data-Driven Inventory Distribution
Shopify leverages your sales data to be ready for spikes in customer demand, positioning your
inventory closest to where buyers are expected, simplifying your ability to deal with a ramp-up or
down of business.

Configurable Logistics
Easily pick and choose from services like freight, fulfillment, storage, prep, and returns. Choose
and pay for what you use.

Enhanced Inventory Tracking
Get a real-time, accurate view of on-hand and unavailable quantities across your locations
within Shopify to minimize lost sales, misplaced stock, and over-ordering.

Bulk Fulfillment Actions and Automations
Speed up the fulfillment process with bulk actions and Shopify Flow automations.

Automate your most repetitive tasks in the fulfillment process! Think of tasks in preparing your
orders or routing fulfillment.

Streamline Returns

Advanced Returns Functionality
Shopify provides three-day processing, product repackaging, and photos of damaged items.
You can offer instant exchanges and credits through Shopify's Loop Returns integration.

Customer Self-Serve Returns
Streamline the returns process by allowing customers to request and manage returns - and
eventually exchanges - all within their customer accounts.
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The returns process can make or break your customer experience. Even lifelong loyal
customers will leave your brand if they have a clunky returns process. Simplify their returns
process by embedding it into their customer account portal.

New APIs for Returns Management
Shopify’s new Returns APIs give developers the power to provide businesses with better data
continuity across systems and returns apps.

Best-in-Class Shipping Experience

Shipping Insurance is Included
Shipping insurance up to $200 is now included with each eligible label at no cost.

Shopify Shipping Updates
Save on shipping with exclusive rates (now available to businesses using Canada Post as well).
Shopify Shipping has also expanded to Italy and Spain.
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Run your Business

Shopify Admin Enhancements for your Back Office

Granular Permissions
Ten new permissions have been released, as well as view-only permissions. You can duplicate
an existing role on Shopify Plus and assign it from the organization admin.

Check your permissions and who has access to your store! You’d be amazed at how many
Shopify stores I log into still have old employees and agencies with unfiltered access to all of
their systems and data!!!

Metafields Enhancements
The bulk editor now supports creating, editing, and deleting values of metafields with definitions
on products.

Scheduling with Shopify Flow
Shopify Flow now supports the ability to schedule automations based on a specific time of day,
week, or month – it no longer has to be based on event data or an action.

Shopify Flow OpenAI Connector
Use Shopify Flow to send text prompts and configuration parameters to GPT, and get back
AI-generated text.

Consolidated Admin Domains
Faster load times and a single point of entry via admin.shopify.com

Shopify Alerts
A new alerts feed located directly in the admin has been released, and only staff with the
required permissions to perform the tasks will receive relevant alerts.

New Index Page Design
Shopify’s new index page experience enables additional filters in a consolidated interface.

Improved Reporting & Analytics Capabilities

ShopifyQL Notebooks
Exclusive to Shopify Plus, with ShopifyQL Notebooks, businesses can analyze and visualize
their data with custom reports through Shopify’s intelligent query language. Developers can now
build apps or custom solutions for merchants with access to the ShopifyQL Stable API.
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New Analytics Reports
A new cohort analysis report was released into Shopify’s standard analytics dashboards.

This one is interesting because it looks comparable to the cohort analysis solution we’re
leveraging via Lifetimely. I will dig into this one more and see how closely it compares.

Simplifying the Money Side of your Business

Shopify Tax
Shopify tax takes care of US sales tax for you, automatically applying the proper rates at the
right time and updating when local rules and rates change.

Sales tax has always been a point of frustration for Shopify merchants. Shopify tax is a game
changer, monitoring rates by product category across 11,000 different sales tax jurisdictions.

Shopify Balance App
Now you can manage your business finances quickly and securely while on the go.

Shopify Capital
Shopify Capital is now extended to Australia.

Shopify Mobile App Improvements
Entrepreneurs are on the go more than ever, and now you can do all of the following directly
from your mobile phone:

● Access the online store editor to edit and update the look of your store, including the
ability to create new products and variants and take product images directly from your
phone

● Access Shopify Email
● Update and access inventory

Redesigned Shopify App Store
Shopify has redesigned the app store, focusing on surfacing relevant recommendations, related
searches, and an overall easier navigation and discovery process.

The app ecosystem is the bread and butter of Shopify and what makes it the best commerce
platform in the world.
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Build with Shopify

Hydrogen 2: Built on Remix
The new and improved Hydrogen includes a new Storefront API client that simplifies querying,
starter templates, and an upgraded CLI to build faster and optimized components. The
open-source Remix framework provides advancements like optimistic UI, nested routing, and
progressive enhancement. And it’s now even easier to catch errors with improved TypeScript
and IntelliSense support and ESLint support.

Oxygen Hosting Available to More Plans
Available to all plans except Starter, you can deploy Hydrogen-based storefronts globally with
one click on Shopify’s built-in hosting platform.

Use Hydrogen with more React Frameworks
Take some of the best parts of Hydrogen to more React frameworks like Next.js and Gatsby.
The Hydrogen React library includes components like cart, shop Pay, and Shopify Analytics.

Lightning-fast Storefront API
The Storefront API is now rendered globally for fast load speeds on every device and supports
private authentication for building server-side applications without limits.

Easy Storefront Prototyping with Sample Data
Spin up a proof-of-concept without setting up a shop or any server-side code by querying
sample products, variants, carts, and more via the API to instantly experience headless
commerce on Shopify.

Globally Deployed Shopify Cart
Carts are now interoperable across storefronts so that you can run a shared cart across
experiences like mobile and web. You can now embed metafields to the cart schema with
custom values to power unique checkout logic or trigger a checkout extension.

Cart interoperability across storefronts is a huge unlock for enterprise merchants who own
multiple brands and want a shared cart and checkout experience across multiple storefronts.
Because of this limitation historically, I’ve encountered issues where prospects can’t migrate off
of Salesforce Commerce Cloud.

Leverage metafields to create unique checkout and post-purchase experiences personalized to
customers and what they have in their cart.
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Build for Millions of Buyers with Shop Minis

Create a custom Shop App experience with Shop Minis. Use pre-built components like search,
product pages, and a cart to make an incredible mobile shopping experience.

Extend your Checkout
The checkout experience has never been more customizable on Shopify. Alter the look, feel,
and behavior of your checkout experience to fit your needs.

Introducing JavaScript for Shopify Functions
You can now write functions in JavaScript in addition to any other language that can compile to
WebAssembly.

New APIs for Checkout UI Extensions
Checkout UI Extensions now support:

● Authenticated network calls
● Direct querying of the Storefront API
● Applying discount codes and gift cards using new APIs
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Build Apps for the Checkout Editor
Shopify app developers can now build apps that can be embedded, via a drag-and-drop builder,
into a Shopify Plus store’s checkout experience.

UI Extensions are now Available for the Order Status Page
The ease of implementing apps into your checkout now extends to the order status page.

Create Custom Data Models with Metaobjects

Use metaobjects to create custom content like product highlights, size charts, etc. Metaobjects
help you add and store additional structured information for your store and are editable from the
Shopify admin.

Build with Shopify Blockchain
Create token-powered experiences with Shopify Blockchain. A host of apps already built on
Shopify Blockchain allow you to mint your NFTs or support gated experiences for token holders.

Shopify CLI Improvements
The updated CLI suggests context-aware autocompletion, in-line documentation, and some new
integrations to support your workflow better.
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Customer Data

Customer Data Protection by Default
Default redacting in APIs protects personal customer data.

Robust Test Data for Development Stores
Populate a store with test data in one click that includes the most common commerce resources
and configurations to simplify your testing and debugging.

Commerce Components
Commerce Components was the main talk track at NRF and was built to support merchants
doing $500M+ annually. Essentially, Shopify has taken the best parts of its platform and broken
them off into individual pieces that Enterprise companies can pick and choose from to power
their ecommerce storefront.

Build with Choice
Enterprise merchants can choose from more than 30 components and use flexible APIs with no
rate limits.

World-class Ecosystem
Commerce Component merchants get dedicated account teams and 24/7/365 technical
support.

Wrapping Up - My Biggest Takeaways

Internalizing Product & Feature Gaps
Shopify continues to displace some of its more long-tail apps that I believe always made more
sense to have native to the platform anyways. Features like product bundling, multiple
discounts, or automatic discounts + a code are now enabled and configurable! Start leveraging
product bundles to increase AOV and drive product awareness for new or slow-moving
inventory. Your merchandising options are unlimited now!

Shopify vs. BigC
In a competitive deal between Shopify and BigCommerce, BigC’s three main selling points are
always B2B, international, and platform flexibility (especially for enterprise merchants). Shopify
continues to chip away at BigC’s perceived advantages in these three areas with the launch of
B2B on Shopify, Shopify Markets Pro, and Commerce Components.
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Shopify POS
In-person shopping isn’t going anywhere; in fact, over 50% of Gen-Z prefers the in-store
experience. Customers are demanding an integrated commerce experience. A POS system and
an Ecommerce backend that do not talk to one another is a recipe for a terrible customer
experience. Shopify realizes it can pick up a significant amount of GMV in supporting retail and
is going all in here.

POS Go
POS Go makes it even easier for merchants to test out retail. Simply buy a POS Go Device and
set up shop anywhere with in-person events and pop-up shops!

Shopify’s Network Effects
Shopify continues to invest in products and features where returns for merchants are outsized
through network effects that only Shopify can provide. Its massive scale and the number of
merchants and consumers on its platform make products like Shop and Shop Pay significantly
more valuable to merchants and consumers.

Signed-in shopping with Shop will give stores a big lift in conversion rate by identifying Shop
users immediately upon site entry for password-less sign-in. If you just think about it, of course,
you’ll be more likely to buy from a new brand if your payment information is already stored on
their site.

Customer Acquisition
Customer acquisition is top of mind for Shopify. Over the past 5 years, Shopify merchants
primarily grew through Facebook ads. After the iOS14 updates, the Facebook funnel is
significantly less effective, and Shopify knows it needs to assist its merchants in unlocking new
ways to acquire customers. More cost-effective customer acquisition for merchants means more
GMV flowing through Shopify. So, how does Shopify leverage its scale and the immense
amount of customer data to help?

Shopify Audiences
The #1 problem post-iOS-14 for D2C brands is finding and targeting new, relevant audiences.
So, Shopify creates lists of email addresses that are most likely to purchase from a shop by
matching buyer intent with unique attributes of a store’s products and its order data. These
audiences can be pushed into Meta (Facebook and Instagram Ads), Google (Google Ads,
Youtube, etc.), and Pinterest for top-of-funnel advertising campaigns.

If you think about it, it makes sense. For example, I’ve purchased from roughly 20-25 Shopify
stores in the past three years. Shopify knows my interests, purchasing frequency, spending
habits, and more. They’re able to match my profile against Shopify stores searching for new
customers and serve me to them.
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Shop Campaigns
Shopify’s own mini ads platform. Shopify Plus brands can run pay-per-sale acquisition
campaigns that increase the Shop Cash customers earn on their Shop Pay purchases from you.

Shopify & Customer Acquisition Moving Forward
I expect Shopify to continue to invest heavily in helping their merchants grow by leveraging their
scale and customer data to make advertising more cost-effective.

Shopify’s CMS
Shopify continues to make developer-friendly tools that empower marketers to manage their
sites without needing development support.

If you’re building a new custom website on Shopify or thinking about migrating to Shopify, make
sure your development team is using all of the latest bells and whistles, like metaobjects, so that
your storefront will be easy to maintain and quick to test and iterate with for your marketing
team.

Not only are they also releasing a one-page checkout, but you can customize this checkout right
within the drag-and-drop editor, using custom-developed modules or leveraging 1-click
integration apps!

Shopify and AI
I expect a future where you can take a quiz asking about your brand, and then AI will build you a
completely custom website with all of the best practices in mind. For now, we’ll have to settle
with Shopify Magic, a product description writing assistant.

They’re also leveraging their learnings to improve site search with more relevant
recommendations and smart auto-complete suggestions.

Shopify Fulfillment
Shopify is going head-to-head against Amazon. Shop Promise essentially mimics the message
that the Amazon Prime badge conveys. Fast and free shipping with a guaranteed delivery
window. And they’re making it easier for merchants to offload all logistics and fulfillment
operations to them.
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Summary
Overall, this was a very impressive suite of product releases and updates from Shopify. I’m
super excited to see how they continue to make commerce easier for merchants.

If you have any questions about this overview or you’re wondering how these product updates
could apply to your brand or tech company, etc., just reach out to me, and let’s set up a time to
chat!

https://brandonamoroso.com/
https://brandonamoroso.com/

